
Tagging a Morphologially Rih LanguageThe Constrution of the Tyho Brahe ParsedCorpus of Historial PortugueseMarelo FingerDepartment of Computer SieneInstituto de Matem�atia e Estat��stiaUniversity of Sao Paulo { Brazilmfinger�ime.usp.brAbstrat. Building large annotated orpora, suh as is the ase of theTyho Brahe Corpus of Historial Portuguese, is only feasible if we useautomati methods for suh tasks as part of speeh tagging. The bestautomati tools for part of speeh tagging desribed in the literaturewere developed and tested for English.However, the morphologial rihness of Portuguese fores us to use anumber of tags several times larger than that used for English. An anal-ysis of the omplexity of the algorithm shows a prohibitive ineÆienyresulting from the adoption of a muh larger number of tags.In this work, we propose a new, two-step approah for tagging textsof morphologially rih languages. We desribe how the design of tagsis a�eted by this method, and how the existing tehniques must beadapted to deal with the greater number of tags found in morphologiallyrih languages.1 IntrodutionThe Tyho Brahe Corpus of Historial Portuguese is being onstruted as a partof a larger projet, that aims at modelling the relationship between prosody andsyntax in the proess of language hange whih led from Classial Portuguese toModern European Portuguese [1℄. More spei�ally, we want to investigate thehypothesis that the syntati hange in the plaement of litis whih ourredin Portuguese at the beginning of the 19th entury was driven by a previousprosodi hange in the 18th entury.For this end, two orpora are being built. First, we are building a Com-parative Tagged Corpus of Spoken Modern European Portuguese and BrazilianPortuguese, onsisting of ategorized reorded registers from speakers of bothdialets. It is our working hypothesis that, for the purposes of this researh,the prosody of Classial Portuguese is idential to the prosody of Brazilian Por-tuguese.The seond orpus in onstrution, whose desription is the aim of this paper,is the Tyho Brahe Parsed Corpus of Historial Portuguese. It onsists of textswritten by Portuguese authors born between 1550 and 1850 and it is named



after the astronomer who ompiled the �rst systemati orpus of astronomialobservations. This orpus will be available on the web.As we wish to reah 1,000,000 words in the orpus, automated methodsfor morphologial tagging and syntati parsing have to be developed for Por-tuguese. Our approah is thus inspired by the Penn-Helsinki Corpus of MiddleEnglish [2℄. However, due to the rihness of the morphology of Portuguese, thenumber of tags to be used in a Portuguese orpus is about �ve times that ofthe English one, whih brings us a severe limitation in the usability of existingtagging methods for the Portuguese orpus.In the following we analyse the nature of suh omplexity, omparing thetagging of English and Portuguese. We then propose a method to overome thislimitation. Its basi idea is not to onsider tags as \atomi" but to add some\struture" to them. We show how this enables the onstrution of a two-steptagging proess that, in theory, is onsiderably more eÆient for morphologiallyrih languages. We �nalise by proposing new uses of taggers in the study oflanguage evolution.2 The Complexity of TaggingOne of the most suessful part of speeh taggers in the literature is that ofBrill [4℄, whih reportedly tags orretly 97% of the words in English. (Oneshould not be over-impressed with suh a �gure, for the probability of a 100-word text being tagged orretly is smaller than 5%, as 0:97100 = 0:0475.) Brill'sresults were atually measured against the Penn Treebank Wall Street JournalCorpus [5℄.Aording to Brill's method, the tagger has �rst to be \trained" and thenit an be applied to texts. The training part lasts orders of magnitude longerthan the appliation part, so it deserves more attention. Brill's own omplexityanalysis of his algorithm, as presented in [3℄, showed that it has worst aseomplexity of O(jnj � jopj � jj)where jnj is the size of the training orpus, in number of words; jopj is thenumber of possible swap operations like \hange tag X by tag Y "; and jj is thenumber of onditions that may trigger the swapping, whih is dependent on theswapping window, ie the number of words before and after the urrent one thealgorithm sans to deide whether to hange or not its tag; more spei�ally, jjis dependent on the number of words atually onsidered inside that window.It is lear that, in terms of the number of tags t, the number of swap opera-tions is jopj = t2. The number of rules with a window of size 3 and inspetion ofat most 2 words inside the window was estimated as 3t2+7t, so the omplexity1of the training algorithm is, in terms of tags:O(t2 � (3t2 + 7t)� jnj)1 The detailing of this omplexity analysis is due to Carlos Daniel Chaur Alves.



whih is learly a dependene on the number of tags of the fourth power.The ruial element in the omplexity of the number of rules is atually themaximal number of words inspeted in a window; eah iteration of the algorithmgenerates 10 rules, 3 of them inspeting 2 words in a window (responsible forthe dominating term 3t2) and the remaining 7 frames inspeting only one word(giving the term 7t). In general, for a set of rule frames in whih at most mwords are inspeted in a window, the omplexity of the algorithm would beO(t2+m � jnj).Due to the morphologial rihness of Portuguese, the Tyho Brahe orpusended up with using 154 di�erent tags, as opposed to the 36 di�erent tags re-portedly used by Brill in [4℄. If we use the omplexity alulus above as a basisfor estimation, supposing we had Brill's algorithm being trained in Portugueseand English on the same omputer with a orpus of the same size, the timeomplexity would ompare:Time(Port)Time(English) = 1542 � (3� 1542 + 7� 154)� jnj362 � (3� 362 + 7� 36)� jnj = 17129118165365440 � 319:That is, the Portuguese program runs 319 times slower than the English one. If,as reported in the doumentation of the Penn Treebank Corpus [5℄, the trainingof his tagger on a manually tagged 500,000-word orpus took 1 day, the Por-tuguese tagger running in a similar mahine would take 319 days, more than 10months!Sine this is unaeptable, we devised an alternative approah, developingthe Tyho Brahe Corpus through the following steps:3 Taming the Complexity of Tagging MorphologiallyRih LanguagesThe basi idea is to stop onsidering tags as basi atomi entities and to startonsidering some \internal struture" in the tag. What we do is to separate ina tag the basi omponent from its omplementary part. Roughly speaking, thebasi omponent an be thought as a ategory and the omplement as a setof features. However, we tag with a distint basi tag four speial verbs, eventhough they are not grammatial ategories on their own; similar reation ofspeial basi tags happens with litis, onjuntions, determiners, et.With the division between basi omponent/suÆx of tags, we an divide thetraining part of the tagger in two phases: the learning of the basi omponentsand the re�nement of the suÆxes.3.1 The Design of Appropriate TagsDesigning \appropriate" part of speeh tags has to take in onsideration boththe rih morphology of Portuguese and the desirable \eonomy" that we wantto apply at representing suh morphology .



As an example of this morphologial rihness, we see that for eah verb inPortuguese, we have to tag 19 di�erent ineted forms as opposed to 7 in English;we tag 15 types of determiners as opposed to 5 in English.The eonomy side is the heart of our solution. We propose the use of tagswith \internal struture" to separate the basi omponent from its inetionsand features. The tag struture rule is the followingEah tag has just one basi omponent, and one or more omplementaryomponents.So, the tag of word umas isD-UM-F-Prepresenting a determiner D as the basi tag, with the details showing indef-initeness (UM), feminine gender (F) and plural (P). Also within this spirit ofeonomy, we have default tags. For example the masuline singular version ofumas is um whih reeives the tagD-UMsuh that the gender, by default, is masuline and the number is singular. Thisdefault system is not so important for omputational reasons as is the separationbetween basi and omplementary tags.Verbs are tagged with basi tag VB, but four speial verbs are tagged sep-arately, namely ser , estar , haver and ter. This deision was taken due to thefrequeny of ourrene of this verbs and the prominent distint grammatialroles that these verbs an have. That was a very expensive deision for this fourverbs and their ineted forms (not ounting the addition of litis) ontributewith 50 tags (but just 4 basi tags, of ourse).Due to the main motivation for the onstrution of the Tyho Brahe orpus,speial are was taken with regards to the tagging of liti pronouns and theway they attah to verbs. The following table illustrates the possibilities:lhe/CL dei/VB-D a separate basi tag before the verbdei-lhe/VB-D+CL attahed after the verblhedei/CL+VB-D attahed before the verbdar-lhe-ia/VB-R!CL at the interior of the verbWithout ounting separately the possibilities of liti attahment, we endedup with 154 di�erent. Lukily, we have only 36 distint basi omponents, thesame number as all English tags. This should enable us to redue the trainingof the orpus to a omplexity omparable to that of English.4 The Two-step Learning PhaseThe adoption of tags with internal struture allows us now to re�ne Brill's rule-based tagging method [4℄. The learning of tag transformation rules will be done



in two steps, one that deals only with the basi omponent of tags, and otherthat deals with its omplements.The two phases of this method are the following:(a) Use Brill's method to obtain a simpli�ed tagger using the basi tags only,ignoring their internal struture. As a result of that phase, the program willhave learned transformation rules that deal only with the 36 basi tags. Thusthis step has exatly the same omplexity of the English tagger.(b) Re�ne the tags obtained in the initial step, taking into onsideration featuressuh as gender and number agreement, tense inetion, et.Step (b) uses expliit linguisti (morphologial) knowledge, as opposed tostep (a) whih is basially a generate-and-test searh proess. In this respet,step (b) itself an be divided into two. The �rst one, step (b1), is a morphologialinspetion of the words, together with other agreement veri�ation; no learningis involved in step (b1), as it uses built-in linguisti knowledge. Step (b2) isanother learning phase in whih only restrited forms of rules are learned sothat we allow only rules that re�ne a basi tag.Ideally, step (b1) ould be developed to a point where step (b2) beomesunneessary, in the sense that the output of step (b1) annot be further re�ned.It an still ontain errors resulting from step (a) that no re�nement is apableof eliminating.So, we also have to ontemplate the possibility that the details produedby step (b) may lead to a revision of the basi tag obtained at the end of step(a); that is, it may be the ase that we have enough information to revise andimprove the output of step (a). In suh a ase, we will need a step (b3). This �nalorretion step will deal unrestrited transformation-rules. Beause of that, step(b3) is not urrently being added to the learning proess, for it falls bak into theoriginal problem of learning transformation-rules with 154 di�erent tags. It islear that error orretion, if done through the learning of transformation-basedrules, must inorporate some strong restrition on the types of rules it allows,otherwise it beomes unfeasible. Some further researh is needed to investigaterestrited ways of performing this error-orreting step (b3).After the tagger learned the transformation rules, it an be applied to anytext.5 Further Uses of Taggers in the Study of LanguageEvolutionOne of the problems of studying old languages is that no speakers of theselanguages are available. At best we may �nd speakers of the modern versions ofthat language. This is what happens with Portuguese, where we have no livingspeaker of Classial 17th entury Portuguese, but we an hypothesize that severalfeatures of it are present in, say, modern Brazilian Portuguese.However, the use of taggers that \learn" are suggested here as a means ofsimulating a speaker with part of speeh knowledge one would expet to �nd in



17th entury Portuguese speaker. This ould be obtained by training the taggeronly with texts of that period; preferably, those texts should be from the sameauthor, and written over a onentrated period.This same proess an be repeated with texts of only the 18th and only the19th entury, eah one generating a tagger whih has learned di�erent transfor-mation rules. A fourth tagger an be generated by training with all texts usedby the other taggers.A text of, say, the 19th entury an be tagged by all those taggers and we an(automatially, of ourse) ount the number of disrepanies obtained betweenthem. Signi�ant disrepanies may indiate a pronouned language hange inthat period, simulating a disagreement between speakers of the language atdi�erent times. On the other hand, very little disrepanies may indiate thatno signi�ant hange on the part-of-speeh level of the language has happened(even though there may have happened word meaning transformations, to whihthis method is totally opaque.)This is an experiment we expet to be arrying one we have enough anno-tated texts to train several di�erent taggers.6 ConlusionsThe main ontribution of the urrent work is the re�nement of the part of speehrule-based tagger for languages that require a large number of tags due to mor-phologial rihness. Its implementation is urrently under way and should even-tually beome available at [1℄. The development of a syntatial parser remainsan area of ative researh, in Portuguese as muh as in any other language.Referenes[1℄ Rhythmi Patterns, Parameter Setting and Language Change. Please refer to theURL: http://www.ime.usp.br/~tyho .[2℄ The Penn-Helsinki Corpus of Middle English. Please refer to the projet's URL:http://www.ling.upenn.edu/mideng .[3℄ Eri Brill. A Corpus-Based Approh to Language Learning. PhD thesis, Universityof Pennsylvania, 1993.[4℄ Eri Brill. Transformation-based error-driven learning of natural language: A asestudy in part of speeh tagging. Computational Linguistis, 21(4):543{565, 1995.[5℄ B. Santorini. Part of Speeh Tagging Guidelines for the Penn Treebank Projet,1990. 3rd revision, 2nd printing, updated in 1995 by R. MaIntyre; available at thePenn Treebank Projet URL: http://www.is.upenn.edu/ treebank/home.html.


